Mercruiser slave solenoid
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Read. Vendor Directory. Slave Solenoid? Thread Tools. What exactly is the purpose of a "slave
solenoid" in the starting circuitry? Where would I find it, is it different from the solenoid on the
starter itself? I occasionally get a no-start - nothing when I turn the key but the guages come
alive and I can hear a faint clicking from the engine area. Battery tests good. I am replacing the
battery cables because they do have quite a bit of corrosion. Any ideas? Could it be the ignition
switch itself? Thank you for any of your thoughts. View Public Profile. Find More Posts by Aero
View iTrader Profile. Charter Member. It is usually somewhere near the ignition module area.
The purpose is to avoid running large gage wires with associated current all the way to the dash
switch. Replace that one and carry a spare. Find More Posts by Thunderstruck. Gold Member.
Received 2 Likes on 2 Posts. I never understood the reason for a slave solenoid either. Why use
one solenoid to activate another solenoid? You say it's there to keep from running large gage
wire to the dash, but any solenoid only needs a 12V low amp signal to activate. I can activate a
starter solenoid with a piece of 14 or 16 gage wire. Find More Posts by Iggy. On our race car, we
have to run a slave solenoid a relay in our case because the ignition switch itself is incapable of
reliably passing the amps that the starter solenoid requires. Seems that this may be the case on
the boats as well? Visit point92mach's homepage! Find More Posts by point92mach. Received 1
Like on 1 Post. I had the same problem in my Donzi a click, it was the slave soleonoid. Its wasy
to rplace so do it. I have no idea what the purpose of it was. Find More Posts by boomer. When
merc put together their wiring harness, they did not know if the run from the key switch to
starter would be 5 ft or 50 ft. Every time you double the length, you need to increase wire size.
They also did not know what kind of key switch each boat manufacturer would use. So to get
around this, they just used an extra solenoid. I wish they would have put as much thought into
their other products, like bravos. BTW, it's probably on the same bracket as the breaker. Find
More Posts by rdoactive. On the same subject, I have a '87 Mag Alpha and I just replaced my
slave solenoid about 2 weeks ago. It was the original, and it was toast inside. Anyway, I have
only used the boat 3x since I replaced it. I replaced it with a Merc solenoid. Now, it failed again!
The ignition switch works but it doesn't energise the starter motor. If I jump the terminals of the
slave with my remote starter switch handy tool! I do not have a kill switch, nor are my shift
interlocks a problem it starts with the key 'on' when I jump the slave as described. Any
Thoughts? Find More Posts by ljsmith1. Early mercruiser with transmissions used a slave as
part of neutral safety circuit. It would ground a little terminal to trannie linkage switch. Make
sure the slave solenoid has a good ground. Originally Posted by ljsmith1. Platinum Member.
Likes: 2. Received 15 Likes on 12 Posts. Find More Posts by flashgordon. Related Topics. Why
starter solenoid and slave relay solenoid? No Start, Slave solenoid? Starter slave Solenoid.
Posting Rules. You may not post new threads. BB code is On. Smilies are On. Trackbacks are
On. Pingbacks are On. Refbacks are On. Forum Rules. Thread Tools Show Printable Version.
Email this Page. Advanced Search. Posting Quick Reply - Please Wait. The following errors
occurred with your submission. Quote message in reply? Close X. LinkBack URL. About
LinkBacks. Forums New posts Search forums. What's new New posts New media New
resources Latest activity. Media New media New comments Search media. Resources Latest
reviews Search resources. Members Current visitors. Log in Register. Search titles only. Search
Advanced searchâ€¦. New posts. Search forums. Log in. Install the app. For a better experience,
please enable JavaScript in your browser before proceeding. You are using an out of date
browser. It may not display this or other websites correctly. You should upgrade or use an
alternative browser. Thread starter ahspriteguy1 Start date Aug 7, Joined Aug 6, Messages 5. I
have a Mercruiser 4. I have read other threads and found the attached trouble shooting a
starting system. It makes it easy and everything checked out until I got to the slave solenoid.
Again to clarify, my issue; I turn the key and just hear a click. I'll do this a number of times and
finally it will immediately turn over and start. On the attached instructions 4 for testing the slave
with attest light, it says to touch terminal J and it should light up. It does not but if I touch
terminal k, the one closest to the two small terminals I get light. In 12 when I recheck J, its the
same thing and I cannot get the small terminal M to light when the key is turned to start. They
say this indicates a wiring problem between the neutral safety switch and the slave. On mine,
the red wire is hooked up to the K terminal closest to the two small terminals. This probably
explains why J won't test light and why K will -because its wired backwards. Is this true is it
wired backwards? I thought about switching the wires but thought if it is correct, it might fry
something. Any help is appreciated! Troubleshooting a mercruiser Starting system rev3. Bt
Doctur Supreme Mariner. Joined Aug 29, Messages 17, Re: mercruiser 4. Joined May 19,
Messages 24, First, can we ask for an engine serial number please. This is important for us to

determine exactly which model 4. Switching the wires on the solenoid will not harm it in any
way, it also won't change anything. If you hear it click, but only one terminal has power, the
solenoid is faulty Replace it I did not check both large terminals with the key held to start but I
will tomorrow. Otherwise, if it doesn't matter which large terminal the wires are connected to, it
sounds like it may be the neutral safety. Wiggling the shifter didn't seem to make any difference
when trying to start it. I know it has clicked before and not started but not tonight. How difficult
is the neutral safety to change out? I'm use to working on little British cars! Again I appreciate
your help. If it does and you still don't get a 'click', then replace the solenoid. Follow those
wires, they should lead back to the key switch or close by. You'll find they are connected by a
nut and bolt. To test the neutral switch, just join those wires together don't unhook them, just
join them. That effectively takes the neutral switch out of the circuit. If the solenoid now clicks,
yes, the neutral switch is at fault. Last edited: Aug 8, I'll let you know what I find. Joined May 23,
Messages One set was blade connections and one set was bullets. Moving them around, I was
able to get a solenoid click. Working them a little more I got the engine to crank every time.
Tomorrow I will clean them well. The only other issue I have is a trim gauge that works
intermittently. I'll clean those connections too and cross my fingers. Chris, you asked for my
serial number - what did it tell you? I'm not sure which model engine or drive I have. Thanks to
all for the help. This is a great forum and I appreciate you taking the time to help me. You must
log in or register to reply here. Login or Sign Up. Logging in Remember me. Log in. Forgot
password or user name? Posts Latest Activity Photos. Page of 1. Filtered by:. Previous template
Next. I don't claim to be an expert, I am however a qualified electrician and have researched this
issue at length. I hope you will find this post and use it as an instruction to successfully fix your
intermittent starting problems!! For Free! Boat in question is a Bayliner , model, with the hp 3.
I'd fire up the bilge blower for a minute or so, turn the key and all I would hear is "click". Oddly
enough, once I had successfully started the engine, I was able to start it again all day, even after
shut off. The problem seemed to creep back once the boat had been sitting for two or three
nights with no starts. Over time six months , this issue became more and more prominent. It
went from every other cold start, to every single cold start. I did not observe any other issues
with the starter motor nor the engine, they seemed to be working OK. I also checked the Ignition
switch, Throttle position and Battery to no avail. However, by the time I pay for and wait for this
part to be delivered, I could have fixed this particular issue myself in around 2 hours. Hence,
after 10 or 20 cycles of the ignition, the current would slowly work its way through the carbon
and finally make a connection. This is a very simple fix by scraping away the carbon to reveal
the copper, and putting it back into service. Remove the plastic guard which sits on the
terminals. Ensure the slave solenoid IS infact the issue. The way I did this was by checking with
a voltmeter, and found that there was no change in voltage across the salve solenoid terminals
when attempting to start. Or, at least ONE of your problems. Step 2: Take a photo of the wiring
configuration, then remove all 4 wires from the slave solenoid. Step 3: Physically remove the
solenoid from the engine mounting plate. This, for me, was an absolute nightmare, as the
mounting plate was not threaded, and the nuts for the bolts were behind the plate. I had to
wedge a spanner behind the plate and attempt to lock the nuts from behind, while
simultaneously turning the bolt head with a socket wrench. This process alone took me about
one hour. Perhaps I could do it quicker next time. Step 4: Remove the solenoid and pull back
the pins which hold the backing plate together. This spring should hold the copper plate away
from the two terminals in its OFF position. Step 5: Check for black carbon build up. In my case,
it was all over the copper plate, and covered just one terminal. I scraped this off the terminal
inside the solenoid case by using a flat blade screwdriver, and by using some fine sandpaper
on the copper plate. Step 6: in my case, I was not careful enough and accidentally broke the coil
wires from the coil terminals. Unfortunately, if you are not careful enough and don't have a
solder iron, I'm not sure how you would fix this issue. Step 7: After a final clean with WD or
CRC, reassemble, check the spring is working by pushing the solenoid plate from the back
using a screwdriver it should move in and out freely and spring back. Re-assemble the solenoid
backing plate, close the pins back together I used a pair of pliers and put the terminal nuts back
on the terminals. Step 8: Check that this has solved your issue by wiring up the solenoid first,
before mounting it back on the engine. If the motor stars first time like mine did , voila, you have
solved your problem. If not, perhaps re-check the solenoid, or you may have a different issue.
Tags: None. In an emergency stuck on the water then yes. Comment Post Cancel. Do you have
any idea what caused the carbon buildup? I've got over hours on my' Well, the engine and
carburetor were rebuilt, but all the accessories are original. Old school ford solenoid, not
marine specific. Got no Ford parts down under? I applaud your ingenuity, you sealed it up using
some kind of sealant? Be good, be happy, for tomorrow is promised to no man! Manalapan N.
Nauti mike - yes I agree, for most, they would just buy the new part and be done with it. I believe

my slave solenoid was the original OEM part installed at the factory. Chief Alen - Thanks for
pointing that out - I guess its not a marine specific part. Yes I believe we do have Ford parts
here - i wasnt aware I could use those instead. Sealing wise I havent done anything yet - what
would you suggest? Silicon or lanolin spray? Kangaroo grease. What kind of good sillycone
you got down under will do. I'm with you actually, i'll spend a day trying to save a part, if it
works out great, starters, etc. Drills also. I too took the solenoid apart and cleaned as I had the
same problems. Two years later with low time to use the boat the issue appeared again. Had a
new spare and just swapped last month. I'd keep a new spare just in case. Good pics! I have
rebuilt those slave solenoids many times. These allegedly "water resistant" items were
designed by the same team who deigned the atrocious exhaust manifolds-- designed I think to
sell replacement parts I try to actually seal them upon re-assembly. How a retired rockets
scientist rebuilds them: The problem is water intrusion. Must be from the high humidity of a
marine environment, and it condenses inside. So when disassembled, you will notice corrosion
on teh terminals inside the top. I clean them down with a wire brush in a drill or a rotary tool
Dremel. When re assembling then, we must correct for the wear in the holes for the top
terminals which in my mind is how the moisture gets inside. When reinserting the terminals, the
"O" ring is squished down and seals. For the small terminals for the coil wires, a bead of silicon
works. The other disaster area is the bottom seal. After re assembly, and allowing the silicon to
cure, I mask all the terminals with masking tape, and spray the outside with an acrylic spray to
further seal the unit. Buy an extra. This way, if there is a failure on an outing you can change it
out and finish your trip. The post above about a Ford starter relay is good, however, it will not fit
where the other one was, articularly the ones in teh poewr trim unit. It will work, though.
Captharv "When the draft of your boat exceeds the depth of water, you are aground". All rights
reserved. Yes No. OK Cancel. Your question might be answered by sellers, manufacturers, or
customers who bought this product. Please make sure that you are posting in the form of a
question. Please enter a question. Skip to main content. In Stock. Add to Cart. Secure
transaction. Your transaction is secure. We work hard to protect your security and privacy. Our
payment security system encrypts your information during transmission. Learn more. Ships
from. Sold by. Brand: GLM. This fits your. Frequently bought together. Add all three to Cart Add
all three to List. These items are shipped from and sold by different sellers. Show details. Ships
from and sold by LActrical. Ships from and sold by OrangeABC. Ships from and sold by
Witonics of USA. Customers who viewed this item also viewed. Page 1 of 1 Start over Page 1 of
1. Previous page. Next page. What other items do customers buy after viewing this item?
Register a free business account. Have a question? There was a problem completing your
request. Please try your search again later. Flat Base. See questions and answers. Customer
reviews. How are ratings calculated? Instead, our system considers things like how recent a
review is and if the reviewer bought the item on Amazon. It also analyzes reviews to verify
trustworthiness. Customer images. See all customer images. Top reviews Most recent Top
reviews. Top reviews from the United States. There was a problem filtering reviews right now.
Please try again later. Verified Purchase. Just what the Doctor ordered. I had one solenoid that
was causing intermittent problems wile trimming the lower unit in. Pretty important if the
outdrive is trimmed up and you can't get it down! Anyway these solenoid fit perfectly and did
the trick. The price was good enough to replace both at the same time. Place a jumper from the
hot wire coming from the battery to one of the motor wires. The motor should instantly start
spinning. You can also use an ohm meter to check your switch at the control panel mine is a
small toggle on the shifter. Just place your ohm meter leads on the switch wire leads at the trim
unit and check for continuity. The green wire on the trim motor is down and the blue wire is up
Just remember green like grass and blue like the sky This is really easy to change out just
remove the battery wire and remove the leads one at a time and replace one at a time You can
provide yourself some insurance by taking a picture of the wiring on each solenoid prior to
removing. This replaced a four year old starter slave solenoid in a mercruiser 3. So, time will tell
how good it is by how long it lasts. It was a quick delivery and a perfect fit match with the old
part. These solenoids are sealed units with small metal tabs bent over to hold them together. It
would be great if they were held together by screws so that they could be taken apart and
serviced. They usually fail due to carbon buildup on the contacts inside of the solenoid. This
would be so easy to clean if you could easily and repeatedly take the units apart. Best case
scenario would be a solenoid with a removable cover that could be serviced without removing it
from the boat. Second option would be a cover with small holes near the contacts where you
could spray in electronic cleaner. Of course either option would require disconnecting the
electrical supply before cleaning. This part does not match the photo, it has an elevated bracket
and the holes are closer together. I remived the bracket, used a vice to flatten out the bracket
and reinstalled it. I used a flathead screwdriver to bend the tabs back to remive the bracket and

channel locks to punch them back on. There is a spring under the bracket so be prepared for
that. It goes back in easily. The holes were a perfect match after flattening. Took less than 10
minutes to modify and install. By Mr. R on August 5, Images in this review. One person found
this helpful. While the solenoid is the same, the mounting bracket is shorter so the mounting
holes do not align with the motor. Other than that, works great. I appreciate the fact that this one
comes with all the nuts and lock washers where the OEM does not. In the photo, the OEM T
base is on the right. Looks identical to the factory oem. My base was not flat but standoff. The
OEM quicksilver base is polished like chrome where this one is more satin flat metal. Other than
that it's identical and came with new brass nuts and washers. This has the step up base that
won't fit if you have flat base. These will work for my trim solenoids which have a step up base,
but won't work as my starter slave solenoid without modification It will fit if you have a step up
based solenoid. I read all the reviews and still fell for this. I bought 2 of these for my stern drive
trim motor. These have a flat base. The old ones had an elevated bracket. I bent the tabs up and
swapped these to the old bases and they worked fine. Very fast shipping. The mounting plate
was incorrect, needed flat back which has wider spaced mounting holes. Easily changed plate
with old one works well. Description could be more detailed. See all reviews. Top reviews from
other countries. I bought it for my boat and it works good. The housing did not match the old
one so it didn't fit,The bracket wasn't recessed like the original and the bolt holes didn't match. I
was able to bend the tabs remove it from the bracket and fit it inside the original bracket. So
only 3 stars. Report abuse. Order came in time expected, works. No complaints. Customers who
bought this item also bought. Page
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